The refresh button's days may be numbered. Realtime enterprise computing promises that business applications and processes running across the Internet will deliver the performance of software on local desktops or on tightly controlled private networks. Using these mechanisms, organizations will become more responsive and better able to link their activities into dynamic webs of business relationships.
tem: Users enter data on a page or click on a link, and then initiate a request to a server, which sends back a response.
Existing mechanisms to add interactivity to Web browsers have their own problems. Java applets and dynamic HTML scripting have performance issues and can cause compatibility issues. Because they operate on the client, they don't address the fundamental limitations in the way browsers communicate with servers. Whenever new information comes from the server or another client feeding into the application, the user must request a refresh.
Simply put, HTTP isn't designed for reliable interactive connections. Every update, even if it only changes one line of text, requires a refresh of the whole page. And there's no guarantee a response will come back at all. The browser that initiates the request has no control over the network connecting it to the server.
Let's Get Realtime
The critical elements of realtime computing are interactivity, reliability and security. Interactivity here means instant responsiveness and the ability to act on information immediately. Think of the difference between a live auction, where you see bids as they happen, and one on eBay. Or compare a logistics application that shows trucks moving around a city compared to a series of snapshot maps updated every few minutes. Reliability and security are familiar requirements for enterprise apps; the difficulty lies in meeting those requirements at the speed and scale necessary for true interactivity.
The Internet gave up these three characteristics in exchange for its tremendous simplicity, compatibility and extensibility. The Net uses "best-efforts" transport because that way no provider need be responsible for the burden of ensuring a packet gets from point A to point B. But when you're operating a trading floor or a supply chain, best-efforts delivery isn't good enough. The challenge is to marry realtime qualities with the best aspects of the Internet. The need for speed
Realtime computing generates several benefits. In an increasingly digital, increasingly interconnected world, competitive advantage becomes difficult to maintain. Speed and insight become the most valuable tools an organization can possess. Speed requires ever-greater levels of automation, because whenever a task can be reduced to a formula, chances are computers can do it faster and more reliably than people.
The rise of back-office enterprise resource planning (ERP) and front-office customer relationship management (CRM) as the over-arching enterprise software categories reflects this desire for automation. But it doesn't stop at the walls of the enterprise. Supply chain and business-to-business transactional systems, though less developed, are bringing the same kind of automated connectivity to data flows between companies.
Sometimes, speed is insight. Stare at a flower and you won't notice it growing. But watch a time-lapse movie of the same plant and you can watch it go from seed to mature flower. More to the point, understanding that your inventory is excessive after the fact doesn't get you very far. You want to see the imbalance as it's happening, and have the tools to correct it. . . or even predict it! In other words, though realtime computing involves machines, it becomes valuable only when it can get information to people who can make use of it through good monitoring systems. The Internet and the Web browser offer a standard interface through which users can take advantage of realtime applications. What's missing is the transport to get the data there immediately and reliably at Internet scale.
Three venture-backed Bay Area startups hope to deliver the next-generation infrastructure to solve this problem: Kenamea, Bang Networks and KnowNow. We discuss each, and several companies pursuing related areas, below.
Realtimers
Bang Networks, Kenamea and KnowNow all launched in 2001, and though they initially focused on different markets, their positioning has converged significantly. Despite the tough market for startups, all three companies raised second financing rounds in 2001, and all are now picking up customers and revenue.
Each of the three is a second-generation Internet-based enterprise software company. Bang draws several key executives from Inktomi. KnowNow's senior management comes from WebMethods, Netscape and Bowstreet. Kenamea's cofounder was chief architect of WebLogic, where he helped develop the dominant e-business application server platform.
Those ties influence each company's strategy and technology, though all share a vision of Internet-based applications that deliver desktop-level performance. Says Bang Networks co-founder and cto Tim Tuttle: "What everyone wants to move to now is applications that have all the functionality of enterprise applications, but they can do it on the Web."
Today, on their own managed networks, enterprises use messaging buses such as Tibco and IBM's MQ Series for their realtime applications. The three startups hope to offer something similar for applications that use the Internet. That means both that they must handle large numbers of endpoints and that they must deal with the Net's unpredictable connectivity and still provide reliable performance. Kenamea ceo John Blair draws an analogy to the difference between IBM's CICS and BEA's WebLogic: Both are forms of online transaction processing, but WebLogic was designed for the needs of Internet applications.
Internet-scale messaging involves thousands of message queues which are shortlived and must operate over a heterogeneous, uncontrolled network. That's a far cry from the traditional enterprise messaging environment, which usually has a small number of queues delivering large amounts of data over tightly controlled networks. Because of these different environments, the startups don't compete directly with Tibco and IBM today, though in the future they may.
Bang Networks: more bang for your financial services
Bang Networks has built its own network infrastructure for reliable, scalable realtime Internet messaging. The original core intellectual property, which co-founder Tuttle developed over a two-year period with a team at MIT's Artificial Intelligence lab, is what Bang calls object routers. These are special-purpose network appliances that support reliable, high-performance Internet messaging.
"We have tremendous expertise, not just in software, but in making the Internet work better," says Tuttle. In addition to scalable message queuing, the object routers optimize packet flows across Internet backbones to avoid congestion, and ensure that sessions will remain persistent despite unpredictable Internet connectivity.
Bang customers tag objects in their Web pages that they want to have updated in realtime, similar to the way they tag graphics to be retrieved through content-delivery networks such as Akamai. Bang updates only those portions of the page through its own infrastructure, eliminating the need to refresh the whole screen for every change.
When Bang launched in April 2001, its initial customers were online media companies such as CBS Sportsline and Excite@Home. These companies used Bang's network to update content such as sports scores and instantly deliver it to large audiences of users. As content providers faltered amid the dot-com shakeout, Bang shifted its focus. It found that a large percentage of its prospective customers (especially the ones likely to be able to pay!) were in the financialservices sector, so it decided to make that its primary market focus.
Bang's customers include Dow Jones, S&P, the Federal Reserve Bank and GovPX, which is the primary provider of pricing information for US Treasury securities. When GovPX lost its primary network connectivity after the September 11 attacks, it quickly switched over to Bang's infrastructure to deliver pricing information rapidly and reliably to its customers.
Speed and reliability are paramount in financial services. A nanosecond can make the different between a profitable trade and an unprofitable one. That's one reason it has been among the biggest markets for LAN-based messaging buses such as Tibco. Financial-services companies also value global reach. They may have trading floors in New York, London, Tokyo and other cities, all of which must have access to the same information at the same time. Bang's network-based approach works well in this environment.
Bang originally offered its technology purely through a service model, using its own network. Large financial-services firms often have their own global infrastructure, so Bang now also licenses its software to deploy into customer networks. Kenamea has developed a software platform for realtime applications that can be installed adjacent to an enterprise application server. As ceo John Blair explains, "It sets up a transactionally safe, fully secure and bi-directionally event-driven application network that hotwires together the application server and end-user devices or other application servers."
Blair believes one of Kenamea's important selling points is that it fits directly into the existing enterprise application development infrastructure: "You can take today's application servers and today's front-end environments and you can build true Net applications." Kenamea stitches together the HTML/XML interpreter that drives the user interface with the back-end logic in the application server (such as an Enterprise Java Bean or a Microsoft Distributed Common Object Model object).
On the front end, Kenamea gives customers two options. It can work within the browser, or for applications that require a complete security model and transactional integrity, it automatically downloads a client-side extension. The extension depends on the operating system; on Windows it's an ActiveX control.
A typical application for Kenamea is within a Regional Bell Operating Company (RBOC) that is required under the 1996 Telecommunication Act to provision wholesale local lines for competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs). With existing systems, it takes 10 to 42 phone calls and faxes to provision each line. Using Kenamea's technology, the CLECs can see directly into the RBOC's back-end systems, and can dynamically provision lines over the Internet. In this and other cases, Blair says, interactivity is the primary value customers get from Kenamea. Reliability, transactional integrity and security are basic requirements to get in the door.
In the current spending environment, most Kenamea customers are focused on improving operational efficiency and reducing costs, Blair says, rather than topline growth. Thus, most initial Kenamea deployments are for internal productivity-based applications. However, the company sees some customers and prospects looking to cross-organizational applications such as the telephone example above.
Kenamea recently received a grant of $200,000 from CommerceNet as part of its next-generation Internet effort. Kenamea is using the money to fund professional KnowNow works entirely within the standard Web infrastructure of HTML/Javascript on the browser, HTTP for transport and uniform resource names (a generalization of the Web's URLs) to identify resources. It uses small Javascript micro-servers that run on the client machine and trick the browser into keeping HTTP connections open persistently. On the server side, it has software it calls event routers that manage the flow of messages among clients.
KnowNow's approach allows it to deliver realtime many-to-many application performance without any software installation, because the 30K micro-servers download and run transparently. Its event routers allow for data transformation, content manipulation or business logic to act on data in the middle of the event stream. With a microserver on each client, it can treat every transaction the same, whether it originates from a Web page or an enterprise application, a browser or an Excel spreadsheet, inside or outside the firewall. "There's no difference between making information visible via the intranet, via the extranet, or via the Internet," says Barhydt.
KnowNow's big advantage, Barhydt argues, is that it radically reduces the cost to implement realtime visibility. Because it uses existing standards all the way through, none of the participants in an application network need to deploy anything new. Instead of requiring a commitment to enterprise-wide deployment and pressure to get everyone to implement the software, KnowNow can easily be installed in a department and expanded incrementally. 
Realtime is on Our Side
The competitive neighborhood
Realtime computing ties into the broader trend toward Web services. Companies are shifting from proprietary, tightly coupled integration frameworks such as COM and CORBA to open standards such as SOAP. If you think of Web services as a movement to re-conceive software development around Internet standards, the three companies described above represent the transport layer underneath the XMLbased components.
Other companies such as FineGround, Sockeye and Peribit address speed and reliability of sending data across the Internet through content acceleration and network traffic analysis. Venation, a recent spinoff from British Telecom with an investment from Softbank, is also in this space. Unlike content-delivery networks, which improve Internet performance by serving objects from local caches, these services understand and transparently manipulate the content itself to optimize services.
An adjacent set of startups, including Grand Central, Flamenco Networks, Slam Dunk Networks and TransactPlus, puts more emphasis on security and reliability, and on enabling server-to-server (as opposed to user-facing) transactions across Web-services networks (SEE RELEASE 1.0, OCTOBER 2001). Another group, including PowerMarket (SEE RELEASE 1.0, MARCH 2001), SeeCommerce and Tilion, delivers realtime XML-based analytics on top of application networks for supply chains and trading partners. Finally, vendors such as Crossweave, Cacheon, Asera and iSpheres help companies create composite applications that integrate data and functions from disparate enterprise systems in realtime and present them to users through common interfaces.
Consolidation and partnerships in this area are inevitable, both among these companies, the realtime vendors and the composite application integrators, and between startups and larger platform providers. Microsoft, for example, has outlined a global XML Web-services architecture (GXA), including proposed standards for dynamic routing of Web-services messages. However, though Microsoft has announced or shipped many of the pieces through its .Net effort, it doesn't yet have an Internetscale event-based messaging platform.
The right time for realtime
The initial benefit of Internet-based realtime computing is cost reduction. Private networks are expensive, and so are the messaging buses that enterprises use today to run their internal mission-critical applications. In today's economic climate, there's a strong selling proposition for technologies that can deliver the responsiveness, reliability and security of these networks for a fraction of the cost over the Internet.
Eventually, realtime computing will have deeper consequences. Users will be able to see instantly what's happening across an enterprise or a network of business partners. That will make for more decentralized, more responsive businesses. "We're moving toward dynamically configurable businesses, where information itself is always on," says KnowNow's Barhydt. "When information changes, it tells you that it's changed, as opposed to waiting for you to ask whether it has changed."
Such visibility is incredibly powerful. Business intelligence and supply chain management (SCM) software were supposed to deliver something along these lines, but they have come up short in high-profile cases. Nike, for example, blamed SCM vendor i2 for an inventory-related earnings shortfall at the beginning of this year.
Even Cisco, legendary for its cutting-edge IT infrastructure, was stuck with billions of dollars of excess inventory when demand for its routers fell suddenly. In Cisco's case, the problem may have been the company's failure to respond to the information it had. Even so, making more processes and data visible more quickly to more employees can only help.
Realtime computing means that business participants can see and interact with decisions as they happen, rather than relying on prospective forecasting or retrospective analysis. Those tools have their place, and it's unrealistic to expect every process to be accessible in realtime, but providing direct connections to high-value applications can generate significant benefits.
For example, consider a Kenamea customer that manages money for institutions. Today, it sends those institutions an email at the end of every day describing the trades it executed pursuant to each institution's defined strategy. Using Kenamea, the bank can give the customers a realtime dashboard showing the transactions as they happen, and giving the customer the opportunity to become involved. "The customer is now much more aware, much more empowered, much more plugged into the realtime decisions being made on their behalf," says Kenamea ceo Blair.
Realtime computing will also affect the business aspects of enterprise applications. One reason so many application service providers (ASPs) failed is that they took traditional applications designed for local operation and simply slapped Web frontends onto them. Users were faced with slow, unfamiliar interfaces and unreliable performance, and the ASPs themselves had to build out huge data centers and networks to support these jury-rigged applications on the back end. Realtime computing provides the reliable high-performance messaging platform that a new generation of ASP services could ride on top of, overcoming these limitations.
"The Internet today is where the LAN was in the 1980s," before middleware and messaging buses swept through the enterprise computing environment, observes Bang Networks' Tuttle. Over the next few years, Web services and realtime computing will have at least as significant an impact, only this time the sandbox is bigger.
Looking to the future, Blair waxes enthusiastic: "If the browser enabled the first generation of the Web, and the application server enabled the second, then Internetscale realtime communications will enable the third -true network applications that are dynamic and fully interactive, fast and trusted. Text processing is among the best-trod fields in computing. It's one we've covered frequently over the years (for example, RELEASE 1.0, JULY 1991 on SGML extraction and RELEASE 1.0, APRIL 1991 on text retrieval standards, plus earlier issues). Work in natural language processing and machine learning has yielded powerful algorithms to recognize concepts in documents. Many companies in fields such as document management and knowledge management have put these techniques to work to make it easier to organize and search for information (SEE RELEASE 1.0, JUNE 2001).
The area continues to attract interest for a simple reason: There are an awful lot of documents out there. "Maybe the major defining trend of our time is the proliferation of unstructured information, and the breakdown of tools for managing unstructured information," observes WhizBang vp of strategy Barney Pell (SEE PAGE 15). The Internet made information overload even worse, by putting everything on a common platform. As Mohomine ceo Neil Senturia (SEE PAGE 19) colorfully puts it, "We're squirrels. If you don't automate this process, you'll drown in nuts."
There are many ways to manipulate and manage unstructured information. In general, parsing means processing a document to identify its structural or conceptual elements; retrieval means bringing back the most appropriate documents for a particular request; extraction means pulling out fields of information which can be plugged into a database or other manipulable format and then searched, managed or fed into another application; and classification means assigning documents to categories or topics in a taxonomy. But the lines between the functions are blurry, and sometimes one mechanism is just an intermediary step to another.
Below we discuss several startups that, using techniques derived from artificial intelligence (AI), have developed new approaches to information retrieval and extraction. Unlike earlier vendors, these companies don't require pre-scripted lexicons or rules for a specific type of document. They can identify concepts and fields in new documents by analyzing example files, recognizing the patterns automatically.
Sense vs. search
Many companies are working to better handle unstructured data. Web-wide search, for example, has improved significantly since Google came on the scene (SEE RELEASE 1.0, JANUARY 1999). Searching the Web, however, is a different task from sifting through documents on an enterprise network, which most of the companies below concentrate on. The Web is vast (Google claims 1.6 billion documents indexed) and constantly changing, though it has suggestive hyperlinks and HTML structure. Using the Web is a matter of finding documents that are relevant for your query, and then reading those files. In unstructured data management in the enterprise, our focus here, the goal is different: to do something automatically with the documents.
Imagine a resumé-processing example. If you're filing a position for a Java developer and search a pile of resumés for the word "Java," a keyword search engine will give you a list of documents. Some will be people who list "Java" under skills but have no actual experience; some may have worked in marketing in the Java group at Sun or at a coffeehouse called "Java Station." And the best candidate may have referred to "Visual J++" in her resumé instead of "Java," and not shown up in the results at all.
Moreover, sometimes finding matching resumés isn't the point. What you really want may be to identify candidates who have three years' experience as software developers, Java knowledge and who live within 20 miles of your company. Or you may want to feed in your job description and ask for a ranked list of the candidates who best match the listed requirements based on their resumés. You may want to classify resumés into a hierarchical taxonomy, pulled into a corporate portal interface (SEE RELEASE 1.0, FEBRUARY 1999). Or you may want to feed them into an applicant-tracking system that requires a series of tagged fields.
Those aren't search functions. They are questions that require some understanding of how the documents are structured and what they mean. Mohomine's Senturia defines the challenge as, "Can you make the application smarter by learning how to structure all the unstructured data that, until now, was available only to the application manually?"
Resumé masters
We used an example above from human resources (HR) for a reason: All of the startups described below have a strong beachhead in that market. Says Mohomine's Sameer Samat (SEE PAGE 19), "Resumés are a perfect example of a semi-structured or unstructured piece of textual data." The Internet has transformed the hiring process, allowing millions of people to post resumés on sites such as Monster.com. However, all those resumés (Monster has 12 million) quickly become overwhelming.
A conventional keyword search engine can match a formal criterion -types 50 words per minute, lives within 50 miles of Chicago -but that can generate an avalanche of responses. And ultimately what the employer wants isn't the word "marketing" on a resumé, but a sense of whether the candidate's background and experience suggests proficiency and, just as important, a good fit for the specific job.
Hiring is a particularly good market for next-generation search and classification technologies because accuracy is money. An executive recruiter may generate tens of thousands of dollars in commissions for a placement, so finding the right person for a job is worth paying for. Human resources functions aren't optional; the question is how efficient and productive organizations can make them. And because there's such a direct nexus to compensation (whether of an employee or a recruiter), companies in the hiring space are always looking for ways to differentiate themselves. Even in a down market, therefore, new vendors can find customers in this area.
Moreover, the hiring market has shifted dramatically with the economic downturn. Where in the past few years employers went begging for qualified candidates, today every job listing gets a deluge of applications. Sifting through those applications and finding the right one thus becomes especially important.
Resumix, started in 1988, was the first to apply AI techniques to classify, search and retrieve resumés, but it required pre-defined definitions for each type of document or job. The new companies discussed below can create their models automatically and update them on the fly as new documents are added. Burning Glass is the only one focusing exclusively on HR today; its strategy is to go deep -predictive HR applications -rather than broad. Engenium and Mohomine get most of their revenues in HR (including OEM deals) but are pushing into other markets. WhizBang built its first implementation as the back end for the Flipdog.com job search site, but the bulk of its customers now are content providers and others.
The Sense-Makers
Like others who offer intelligent text-processing technology, the four companies we cover below take advantage of a basic feature of text: Words aren't distributed randomly. Documents have certain regularities which can be picked up through statistical or other computational techniques. A computer doesn't really know that a business letter is different from a resumé, but it can be trained to spot the telltale structural differences. A letter, for example, usually starts with a date, the recipient's name and address, and a salutation.
It's fairly easy to hard-code programs that look for specific features -Microsoft Word, for example, automatically recognizes documents that look like business letters and asks if you want to apply automatic formatting templates. It gets much harder if you want the computer to figure out the structure of a type of document it's never seen before. The problem becomes one of machine learning, where the user shows the system a group of examples rather than telling it what to look for.
Naturally, every company claims that its algorithms are the best, that it has hired the top academic experts and that it's the first to develop an extraction engine suitable for any type of document. Ultimately, the proof is in the customers.
Each of the four startups below takes a slightly different approach. WhizBang combines extraction and classification with spiders that crawl the Web and pull back chunks of information to create or enrich local databases. Engenium, the only one With WhizBang, Quass set out to build technology that could automatically adapt to any page and understand its information structure. "For us, information extraction is about creating that structured base of content," says vp of strategy Barney Pell. The technical challenge was to build machine-learning algorithms that could accurately identify patterns in different kinds of Web pages.
As a proof of concept, WhizBang's team created Flipdog.com, a job-listings site that automatically pulls in job announcements from 50,000 corporate Websites and creates a searchable database that job searchers can drill down on. This gave the company valuable real-world experience with its technology. In May, WhizBang sold Flipdog to TMP Worldwide, which operates the Monster.com job board, with a subsequent agreement to provide back-end technology to all of TMP's sites (soon to include HotJobs, pending regulatory approval). WhizBang now provides its software and services as infrastructure to other companies.
WhizBang's next set of customers were content vendors, who recognize the benefit of finding and making visible the underlying structure of documents because it's a central part of their business. Dunn and Bradstreet uses WhizBang to augment its business information databases. WhizBang pulls data such as addresses, phone numbers and corporate officers off Web pages, and puts them into the proper field in the D&B database. D&B also uses the system to perform analysis such as finding all the shopping carts on the Web and which credit cards they accept. It can then sell that information to customers interested in selling services to online retailers.
Next, the company hopes to gain traction in the enterprise market. Pell sees demand for several kinds of uses, including identifying sales leads, text transformation and adding XML to unstructured documents, building on the trend in enterprises towards driving all applications from databases.
Pell says one common form of competition for WhizBang is manual coding of documents, usually by teams of workers in low-cost markets such as India. Though WhizBang believes its automated approach is faster and reliable, it is developing its own center in India to use its tools to augment manual coding for those customers that want such an approach.
Engenium: the genius of conceptual search
Engenium was started three years ago by chairman Dave Chaplin, who was building a knowledge management system at KPMG, and president Dave Copps, who approached Chaplin as a vendor of realtime information services. The two shared concerns about the state of the art in enterprise search technology, and decided to do something about it. "Most of these systems bottlenecked at a keyword engine," says Copps. "We were looking for a way to build a technology that would dynamically learn as information entered the system."
The result was conceptual search technology called Semetric that identifies concepts from patterns of words and uses those to build an index called a ConceptSpace. Unlike a simple word index, the ConceptSpace associates different terms that refer to identical or similar concepts. Each time a new document is put into the system, its words are mapped against the ConceptSpace.
Unlike WhizBang, Burning Glass and Mohomine, Engenium doesn't try to extract structured fields from documents. Engenium believes that conceptual search should be the starting point for analyzing unstructured documents, because if you can search on fuzzy concepts directly, you don't need the structure. "We see extraction as something that should follow the matching process," says Copps. Even the best extraction technology is only 90-percent accurate, he notes. Of course, whether that's good enough depends on the application.
The main advantage of Semetric is that it doesn't rely on keywords. "Conceptual search is treating small groups of terms or even individual terms as amorphous. Their meaning is defined as a function of the context in which they are held," explains vp of r&d Matt Sommer. Engenium combines probabilistic mechanisms (the likelihood of a term occurring with others based on prior observations) and forecasting models that represent concepts as vectors in multi-dimensional space.
The first application based on Engenium's technology is HireReasoning, for resumé processing. The company signed up many of the biggest customers in executive recruiting, including Korn Ferry's FutureStep, Heidrick and Struggles, and staffing firm Spherion. About three months ago, Engenium began to push into other markets, with the Defense Department OEM deal (SEE PAGE 14) being its first major success. Engenium hopes to partner with leading providers in other markets, including enterprise portals, which could embed its technology.
Speed of deployment is a big attraction for Engenium's customers. With Korn Ferry, for example, Engenium was able to make FutureStep's database of 250,000 executive profiles searchable within less than four hours. For some customers that want fast deployment, Engenium ships a "starter brain" ConceptSpace that teaches the system "Once Autonomy puts something in a topic, there's no easy way to get it out," says Feit.
In the current market, Quiver sees companies pulling back on massive corporate portal projects, but still going forward with taxonomies as an incremental way to organize their internal and external content.
CLASSIFICATION AND TAXONOMIES
patterns in a class of documents, such as resumés, even though the customer won't actually be searching on the example resumés.
Engenium has about 20 customers today. Some of these are server licenses, starting at about $150,000 for a two-processor deployment, while others are OEM deals which generally include an up-front fee of $50,000 to $500,000 and a percentage of back-end sales revenues.
Burning Glass: resumé scoring
The founders of Burning Glass came from HNC Software. There's a connection: HNC has a significant business finding patterns in vast pools of transactions and using them to generate individual predictions about credit card fraud, creditworthiness, customer profitability and so forth. Burning Glass has created algorithms to find patterns in vast pools of resumés. "We do not view a resumé as a bag of words. Instead, we view it as a history of a career in progress," says ceo Krishna Gopinathan.
The company first built a database of 20,000 resumés with fields manually assigned by offshore workers. It used natural language processing to train its extraction engine to recognize over 400 elements within a document. In addition to the raw fields such as job titles, it interprets much of the data -for example, adding SIC codes to categorize the kinds of companies someone has worked for. After extracting information from the training documents into its KnowledgeMine, Burning Glass applied predictive modeling techniques to a larger set of over 500,000 resumés, identifying patterns in how employees move from job to job and perform within those jobs.
Burning Glass sells information-extraction solutions, and that's what its initial customers have bought. But more exciting are the offerings it builds on top of extraction, which Gopinathan calls "predictive employee relationship management." The first such engine identifies how well a candidate matches a job. Burning Glass doesn't just score matching terms, but how likely it is a candidate will be placed in a job based on previous examples. Customers can use the scores to narrow down or rank candidates.
The latest module is longevity scoring. "We look at the resumé data, and we're able to say, 'given this job posting and this resumé, this person is likely to stay in this job x number of years' ," explains Gopinathan. Gopinathan says the company has been able to back up its claims by back-testing them on historical data. For the five percent of resumés scoring highest in longevity, 92 percent actually stayed more than three years, while for the five percent scoring lowest, 86 percent stayed less than three years.
"We score employees and candidates analogous to the way people get scored for credit," Gopinathan says. When you apply for a loan, a bank gives you a credit score based on your past activities. Similarly, Burning Glass looks at factors such as how many previous jobs a candidate has had over a given period of time, his or her longest and shortest previous job and the skill match between previous jobs and the current one. Surprisingly, too close a match in skills is a negative indicator for longevity. People get bored if they do the same thing for too long.
Burning Glass customers include Tapestry.net, Guru.com and Volt, which use the extraction product. It offers its technology either as licensed software that customers can run internally, or as a hosted service where it charges for each resumé parsed. The extraction service costs $1 to $2 per resumé, based on volume. Longevity scoring will be about $20 per resumé. Upcoming predictive modules include macro-level supply and demand analysis, promotability and workforce management analytics.
Gopinathan says that, after a round of layoffs bringing it down from over 20 to 10 employees, the company is profitable. Its existing investors have expressed willingness to provide additional funding if needed, he adds. 
CAESIUS: THE WEB AS A DATABASE COMING SOON
• Online collaboration tools.
• P2P grows up.
• Distributed distribution.
• And much more. . . August 1999, they began receiving inquiries about whether they could use the same mechanisms to classify data in other industries. "We had set out to solve a very specific problem, but what we began to realize was there was a much larger opportunity," says co-founder and cto Sameer Samat. The founders linked up with ceo Neil Senturia, who had recently sold high-speed access provider Atcom to CAIS, and in January 2000 they launched Mohomine.
Mohomine's solution isn't intended directly for end-users; it is an infrastructure layer that plugs structured XML data into applications. "People lay out information in a variety of different ways, because they are trying to convey information to other people. Machines are used to seeing information lined up in rows and columns of databases," says Samat.
For example, PeopleSoft uses Mohomine to enhance the e-recruiting module of its flagship human resources suite, to manage resumé processing for job applicants. Mohomine extracts over 250 attributes from resumés automatically, including personal data, employment history, education, skills, certificates/membership and miscellaneous information such as career objectives.
Though Mohomine's initial deployments are in HR, the company says its technology works equally well in other contexts. The learn-by-example mechanism isn't specific to just one type of document; to apply the algorithms to a different vertical just requires training the system with a new set of examples. Mohomine says it is in pilots or close to signing deals with customers who will use its technology in customer relationship management, document management and enterprise portals.
The New Information Toolbox
Overcoming the information deluge is a multi-faceted challenge. Extraction, classification and conceptual search are useful tools, but hardly the only ones. In addition to Verity and Autonomy, the established vendors in enterprise search and classification, newer players are coming on the scene such as Albert, which learns from each user's previous queries to better understand what that user is looking for, and ClearForest, which summarizes documents and visually maps their relationship to one another. In the past, text extraction and classification were primarily done so that users could search on fields rather than a word index. The question is whether these functions will remain an ingredient for other applications (as enterprise search engines are today), will establish themselves as a sort of content middleware (taking unstructured information and transforming it so that it can be processed in databases), or, most intriguingly, will be the foundation for a separate software category: unstructured information management.
The argument for a new category is that companies do different things with unstructured data than with structured data. Organizing this information is the first step, as it was with databases. Once that piece is in widespread use, vendors will develop higher-order applications on top. Burning Glass' predictive resumé scoring is one example of the kinds of application that information extraction enables. Because of the accuracy and flexibility they offer, and the prevalence of common Internet standards for documents and applications, the new vendors can tackle a broader market.
"Because the tools haven't existed, the IT departments haven't thought about the applications they could create," says Stratify's Mehta (SEE BOX, PAGE 17). That will change. In the structured data world, relational databases became the foundation for everything from business intelligence to financials to sales force automation. Watch the unstructured space to see whether a similar ecosystem emerges.
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